
GYAANi work-BOT
-AI Platform for Information Governance

GYAANi work-BOT is an enterprise grade AI platform for
Information Governance to improve autonomous productivity.
It makes the business user's life easier by providing a unified
single interface - as the digital twin of the business user - to
perform all of his/her business tasks while all system and
software related activities are performed by GYAANi work-BOT.
It makes IT users life easier by delivering all IT related services
through intelligent driven automation with least dependency
on people driven activities. Overall, it makes an organization
self-reliant by moving towards Al-powered "Machine-First"
model for all enterprise services. GYAANi work BOT improves
autonomous productivity of the organization by up to 70%
across people, process and customers by providing data driven
decisions in real time.

GYAANi work-BOT Modules:
• GYAANI auto-LEARN
• GYAANI auto BOT
• GYAANI ai-SM
• GYAANI iNSPIRE
• GYAANI iNSIGHT

GYAANI auto-LEARN
An NLP based self learning AI engine

that evolves with continuous adoption of internal enterprise
data as well as external data with open Al technology.
Provides data driven enterprise decision faster with specific
answer, reasoning and recommendation.

GYAANI auto BOT 
An Intelligent automation engine that provides  re-
useable intelligent service automation solution

catalogues as well as help building custom automation
solution catalogues. Provides autonomous execution of
various enterprise services flawlessly that demands
repeatably consistent, reliable, and accurate business
outcome. It helps organization's operation to scale up
24x7 without much dependency on people skills.

GYAANI ai-SM 
AI enabled service management engine 
compliance to ITIL v4 that can be deployed 

for any use case in areas of ITSM, ITOM, AIOPS,
Customer Service Management, Business Service
Management, Shared Services Operation Management,
etc. GYAANi ai-SM Freemium version provides at least
25% more automation driven solution as compared to
other traditional platforms.

GYAANI iNSPIRE
iNSPIRE is a digital work-flow engine as well 
as a form designer tool that helps any 

GYAANI iNSIGHT
iNSIGHT is the analytics engine from the 
platform that meets the reporting. 

Benefits

1. Specialist in Authorization & Access Control 
Governance across the digital ecosystem 

2. Meet your Information Governance regulatory 
requirements

3. Makes Self-reliant organization with autonomous 
productivity by up to 70%.

4. Provides a scale for growth 
5. TCO Reduction by up to 40%

For details, email us at: 
Contact@ifixtechglobal.com

dis-jointed manual processes of an organization and
provides the end to end process digitalization-cum
automation solution. It works across any system
environment through API based integration
architecture (incoming and outgoing) and accelerates
the value for money for already invested solution.

KPI dashboard, and reporting automation
requirement of the organization. There's no need
to look for a separate reporting environment when
you are using GYAANi work-BOT.


